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Abstract: In the laser surface remelting (LSR) treatment, only a small region is heat affected, 

surpassing the melting temperature, followed by rapid cooling at 103–108 K/s, thus producing an 

extremely refined microstructure. The treated region shows a more homogeneous microstructure 

and better mechanical properties as compared to the substrate. Iron is a common impurity found in 

Al-based alloys but in the 2618 commercial alloy, around 1 wt.% of Fe is intentionally added to 

improve the high temperature strength and the corrosion resistance. In this work, LSR experiments 

were performed, by using a CO2 laser operating in a continuous-wave mode, to investigate the 

influence of process parameters on the treated surface of an as-cast Al-1 wt.%Fe alloy. These 

parameters encompass work distance (z), laser beam speed (v) and laser average power (P), setting 

a total of 18 combinations. The configuration of z = 6 mm, v = 500 mm/s and P = 800 W resulted in a 

molten pool with 710 µm of width for 242 µm of length without major porosities, therefore being 

the largest stable pool amongst all parameters combinations. The resulting cellular microstructure 

is shown to have an average interphase spacing of 0.93 ± 0.17 µm, a decrease of about 14 times in 

relation to that of the substrate. The effects of LSR on microhardness were remarkable, with the 

remelted track presenting Vickers microhardness of 50.1 ± 2 HV, which corresponds to increase of 

about 43% as compared to that of the original substrate. 
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1. Introduction 

In commercial Al-based alloys, the usual alloying elements are Si, Mg, Cu and Zn, but Fe is 

generally present as an impurity, even though in some alloys the presence of Fe is shown to favor the 

mechanical properties at high temperatures [1]. The main drawbacks of Fe are the low solubility in 

Al (maximum of 0.052 wt.% [2]), leading to the precipitation of brittle intermetallics (IMCs) with low 

cohesion with the aluminum matrix, e.g. β-AlFeSi and Al3Fe [3]. Another disadvantage concerns the 

disturbance on heat treatment efficiency, due to the formation of phases with low diffusivity, such as 

Al7Cu2Fe and π-Al8Mg3FeSi6 [4]. 

On the other hand, there is an increasing interest in Al-Fe alloys for applications demanding 

high electrical conductivity [5,6] and/or good thermal stability [7]. At room temperature and up to 2 

wt.% Fe, the maximum decrease in conductivity is only of 8.1% [8], and even after 8 h at 500 °C of 

solubilization treatment, the stability of the plate-like Al3Fe phase is maintained, without significant 

changes in the morphology [9].  

Despite the aforementioned advantages of Al-Fe alloys, the presence of coarse Al3Fe plate-like 

particles does not provide the required conductivity and mechanical response. Wang et al. [10] 
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realized that the tensile properties of an Al-1 wt.% Fe alloy can be potentially improved by changing 

the morphology of the Al3Fe phase to nanoscale spheres through the rheo-extrusion process. As 

compared to an as-cast Al-1 wt.% Fe alloy (with plate-like Al3Fe), the ultimate tensile strength and 

elongation increased by 55% and 12%, respectively. Furthermore, Hou et al. [5] established that one 

of four main requirements for designing Al-Fe wires, with a good balance considering strength and 

electrical conductivity, is to have the IMCs finely dispersed in the Al-matrix. 

Highly refined microstructures can be attained in as-cast alloys by the laser surface remelting 

(LSR) treatment, where the treated region reaches cooling rates in the range of 103–108 K/s [11,12]. 

Due to these extremely high solidification cooling rates, the microstructure can be 100 times more 

refined than that of a similar untreated sample [11]. Besides, as the laser equipment can be 

automatized, components with complex geometries are able to be treated. Therefore, this work aims 

to investigate the influence of process parameters of a LSR treatment (average power and scanning 

speed of laser beam, and beam working distance), on the remelted tracks at the surface of an as-cast 

Al-1wt.%Fe alloy, in order to evaluate their influence on the dimensions of the molten pool and on 

the resulting microstructure, as well as on the microhardness of the laser treated region. 

2. Materials and Methods  

A previous directionally solidified Al-1 wt.% Fe alloy sample [13] was subjected to different 

combinations of LSR treatment parameters. A CO2 laser machine (Mazak Super Turbo – X510 

Champion) performed the treatment on sandblasted sample surfaces. The first adopted parameter 

was the beam working distance, which is related to beam focusing, being two the chosen distances: 

z1 = 6 mm and z2 = 8 mm. The second parameter was the average beam power, as it determines the 

amount of available energy, and the adopted values were P1 = 400 W, P2 = 800 W and P3 = 600 W. The 

third and final parameter was the laser beam scanning speed set as v1 = 500 mm/min, v2 = 750 

mm/min and v3 = 1000 mm/min. A sample tree, numbering all the 18 parameters combinations, is 

presented in Figure 1.  

The samples were sectioned transversely with respect to the remelted tracks. The sectioned 

samples were ground, polished, and etched with a 0.5% HF solution in distilled water. The width 

and depth of the remelted tracks were measured through optical images obtained with an Olympus 

Inverted Metallurgical Microscope (Model-GX41). The microstructure of the track was visualized 

with the aid of a Zeiss Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) (Zeiss-EVO-MA15) using Back Scattered 

Electron (BSE) detector. 

Vickers microhardness was measured on all remelted tracks following the ASTM Standard 

E384-11, using a Shimadzu HMV-5 microhardness tester with a 20 gf indentation load and a dwell 

time of 15 s. 

 

Figure 1. Experiment sample tree parameters for all produced laser molten pools. 
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3. Results and Discussion 

Transverse optical images of all remelted tracks are shown in Figures 2 and 3. At the first 

glance, the refinement result of the treatment can already be seen, as the cellular microstructure of 

the substrate can be clearly observed with a horizontal growth direction, although the remelted pool 

microstructure needs a much higher magnification to be analyzed. Through these images, the 

quality and dimensions of the pools were analyzed.  

Concerning quality, it is noticed for the most combinations of P and v that the ones with z1 = 6 

mm have generated remelted tracks with defects. Blistering has been responsible for the 

deformation of these pools. Even for pools #3 (small porosity) and #6 (no apparent blistering) 

deformations along the whole treated track are present, with the surface bulging atop the laser track 

(Figure 2). These bulging deformations are indications of blistering occurring in other regions of the 

LSR treatment, posterior or anterior the visualized cross section. Only pools #8 and #9 have not 

shown any sign of considerable deformations, so for z1 = 6mm, promising results are obtained for 

higher laser beam speeds (v = 750 and 1000 mm/min) and lower average power (P3 = 400 W). 

In the case of pools with z2 = 8 mm (Figure 3), the presence of pores can be seen for the lowest 

beam speed (v1 = 500 mm/min). However, no deformations were identified along the treated track 

and no bulging is perceptible at the transverse optical images.  

Pools #17 and #18 are almost imperceptible due to the low depths of the remelted tracks. A 

comparison with the pools treated with the lowest P (#7-9 and #16-18) permits the role played by v 

on energy absorption to be understood. For lower available amount of energy, low values of v are 

required to an effective surface treatment, meanwhile for higher amounts of available energy, high 

values of v are needed to avoid defects generation such as blistering. 

 

Figure 2. Optical images of cross sections of laser remelted tracks for beam working distance z1 = 6 

mm. 
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Figure 3. Optical images of cross sections of laser remelted tracks for beam working distance z2 = 8 

mm. 

Dimensions (depth and width) of remelted tracks are shown in Figure 4. Tracks that lost their 

steady-state regular form of half-moon shape have not been considered for dimensional comparison, 

as well as those with low depth, i.e. thin layers, which have no interest for surface engineering 

purposes. As expected, increasing the average power or slowing the scanning speed results in higher 

dimensions. The parameter P has more influence on the dimensions of the laser remelted tracks, 

especially in the depth, due to the Gaussian power distribution of the laser beam. However, it is 

possible to obtain larger tracks widths with lower values of P by decreasing v. So, with a view to 

achieving appropriate pool dimensions, a combination of both laser beam speed and average power 

seems to be more effective than using each of the two parameters alone. Table 1 summarizes the 

dimensions and the quality discussed so far, indicating that pool #13 has the largest dimensions, due 

to the highest P and slowest v combination, and appropriate z to produce a pool free from defects. 
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a)  b)  

Figure 4. (a) Depth and (b) width of the pools #8-15 in relation to scanning speed, for different beam 

working distance and average power. 

Table 1. Quality and dimensions of laser remelted tracks. 

z [mm] P [w] v [mm/min] Pool Nº Quality Depth [µm] Width [µm] 

6 

600 

500 1 Blistering - - 

750 2 Blistering - - 

1000 3 Deformation - - 

800 

500 4 Blistering - - 

750 5 Blistering - - 

1000 6 Deformation - - 

400 

500 7 Blistering - - 

750 8 Good 114 400 

1000 9 Good 105 386 

8 

600 

500 10 Good 200 686 

750 11 Good 182 671 

1000 12 Good 170 549 

800 

500 13 Good 242 710 

750 14 Good 214 682 

1000 15 Good 177 654 

400 

500 16 Porosity 145 523 

750 17 Low Depth - - 

1000 18 Low Depth - - 

As optical images were not enough to analyze the microstructure, SEM images of 

representative tracks are depicted at Figure 5. The epitaxial growth that characterizes laser remelting 

treatments can be noticed by the layer marks (indicated by blue arrows) present within the tracks, 

with growth towards the center of the upper zone of the pool. This kind of growth occurs because 

the molten pool is contained by its own solid, i.e., during cooling no nucleation occurs [14]. 

As reported by Gremaud et. al. [15], the growth rate, vs, can be related to v by vs = v* cos θ 

(Figure 6), in which θ is the angle between v and vs. As the solidification near the substrate/molten 

pool interface is characterized by vs approaching zero (θ = 90°), a coarser cellular microstructure (as 

compared to the average spacing of the track) is identified in this region. With the increase in growth 

rate from near zero, at the aforementioned interface, to magnitudes near the beam speed towards the 

surface (θ = 0°), a dendritic growth develops within a micrometer scale away from the interface. 

Another interesting characteristic associated with vs near zero, is the microstructural growth clearly 

oriented perpendicular to v, and as vs increases, the growth direction gradually rotates becoming 

parallel to the beam speed v. 
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Figure 5. Microstructure of the remelted track cross section of (a) #10 and (b) #14 samples. Near 

substrate, middle and near surface zones are highlighted. Layer marks are indicated by blue arrows. 

 

Figure 6. Schematic representation of the relationship between laser beam speed and growth rate. 

Adapted from reference [15]. 

In the as-cast Al-1 wt.% Fe alloy, the cellular spacing (λC) ranges from 6.1 to 18.3 μm, following 

λC = 31*Ṫ−0.55 [13], where Ṫ is the solidification cooling rate, while the range of average λC values of 

each pool was 0.8–1.0 μm. A significant difference in the scale of λC between the as-cast 
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microstructure and that from LSR can be seen in Figure 7. Applying the proposed growth law, the 

necessary Ṫ to obtain λC = [0.8–1.0] μm is, at least, more than 12 times higher (570–770 °C/s) than Ṫ of 

the casting condition. However, in a previous study of LSR of an Al-15 wt.% Cu alloy [16], the 

average microstructural spacing was reported to be 1 μm and the estimated cooling rate around 

2*105 °C/s. Based on that, the experimental growth law from the as-cast condition is underestimating 

the real cooling rate of the LSR treatment of the Al-1 wt.% Fe sample. Care should be exercised when 

growth laws are much extrapolated beyond the original parameters used to formulate them. A more 

appropriate approach to calculate Ṫ would be that provided by numerical simulations of a heat 

transfer mathematical model [16]. Moreover, any instrumentation based on the contact with the tiny 

molten pool to determine the cooling rate would be invasive. In usual casting techniques it is not 

usual to reach such high Ṫ, implying that only in rapid solidification techniques (such as melt 

spinning, high-pressure casting, spray forming) it would be possible to achieve an extremely refined 

microstructure, but the capability of these techniques to produce components with large dimensions 

or complex geometries is very limited. In this sense, the LSR treatment proves to be more 

advantageous. 

As expected, the LSR surface treatment has increased the hardness of the alloy because of the 

refinement of the microstructure. Not only it has increased from a mean value of 35 HV in the 

substrate to a mean value of 50.1 HV in the remelted tracks, but it is also superior than the expected 

values based on the extrapolation of the HV experimental equation obtained by Silva et al. [17], as 

presented in Figure 8. This equation is a hardness correlation as a function of the cellular spacing for 

a directionally solidified Al-1 wt.% Fe alloy. The increase of 43% in microhardness can be attributed 

to a more refined microstructure and better distribution of the intermetallic compounds. Another 

reported contribution of LSR treatments concerns the internal stress distribution, since compressive 

stresses are induced at the surface of the remelted tracks [14,18]. 

 

Figure 7. Microstructural interphase spacing as function of cooling rate (Ṫ). 

 

Figure 8. Microhardness as function of the interphase spacing for an Al-1wt%Fe LSR treated alloy, 

compared to results of an experimental equation of a directionally solidified alloy [17]. 
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The LSR parameters seem to influence the microstructural spacing within the treated track and, 

consequently, its microhardness. Lien et al. [19] also reported no significant variation in the eutectic 

spacing while studying LSR of Al-20 wt.% Si alloy samples. The authors utilized laser beam speeds 

ranging from 1800 mm/min to 7200 mm/min with a fixed laser beam average power of 1200 W. 

Based on the relation between ΔT (undercooling) and λext (extremum spacing) proposed by Trivedi 

et al. [20], they suggested that the different LSR treatments promoted similar undercooling and 

microstructural spacing reaching values near λext, and no variance was noticed. The same condition 

seems to happen in the present work. However, the LSR parameters, exert direct control over the 

track’s dimensions, which is interesting from a manufacturing point of view. The interest is to have a 

processing map to furnish a desired couple of width and height of remelted tracks that when 

overlapped, can treat the entire surface of a component. Taking for example, the two best set 

parameters applied to generate pools #13 (which is the largest pool) and #14 a comparison can be 

drawn. The laser beam speed of pool #14 is 50% higher than that of #13, with the drawbacks of 11.5% 

decrease in pool depth and 2.2% decrease in its width. In other words, the parameters of pool #14 are 

more efficient in terms of time processing, with minimal difference on depth reduction, as compared 

to the parameters of pool #13. 

4. Conclusions 

In the present study, a laser surface remelting treatment was performed on Al-1wt.%Fe 

samples, and the following conclusions can be drawn: 

• An operational parameters map, which includes laser beam scanning speed, average power and 

working distance was proposed permitting to assess treatments that induce defects and those 

producing pools with higher widths and depths. 

• LSR operational parameters were shown to directly affect the dimensions of treated pools, 

however, a direct correlation with the microstructural spacing could not be noticed. 

• As compared to the untreated substrate, the microstructural spacing of the remelted tracks was 

shown to be around 14 times more refined and the microhardness has increased about 43%. 
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